Abstract--The concept of concavity is generalized to discrete functions, u, satisfying the n thorder difference inequality, (-1)n-kA'Zu(m) _> 0, m = 0, 1,..., N and the homogeneous boundary conditions, u(0) ..... u(k-1) = 0, u(N+k%1) ..... u(N+n) = 0 for some k E {1 ..... n-l}. A piecewiso polynomial is constructed which bounds u below. The piecewise polynomial is employed to obtain a positive lower bound on u(rn) for rn --k,..., N+k, where the lower bound is proportional to the supremum of u. An analogous bound is obtained for a related Green's function. © 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
y(t) > Ilyll
for 1/4 < t < 3/4, where Ilyll = sup0<,<1 ly(t)l. In [2] , Gatica, Oliker and Waltman employed (1) and a cone theoretic fixed point theorem to study singular point Boundary Value Problems (BVPs) for second-order Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs). Henderson and various coauthors ( [3] , for example) have extended the techniques employed in [2] and have employed (1) to special classes of BVPs for nth-order ODEs. Erbe and Wang [4, 5] and Wang [6] obtained an inequality for Green's functions analogous to (1) , and employed (1), the inequality for Green's functions, and a cone theoretic fixed point theorem due to Krasnosel'skii [7] to study BVPs for second-order ODEs where the nonlinear term is either sublinear or superlinear. Eloe and Henderson [8] and Eloe, Henderson and Wong [9] have extended these methods and studied special classes of BVPs for nth-order ODEs where the nonlinear term is either sublinear or superlinear. Moreover, Henderson and Wang [10] have recently studied an interesting, related nonlinear eigenvalue problem.
Agarwal and Wong [11] have extended the method due to [2] and obtained the existence of positive solutions of singular BVPs for higher-order difference equations; Henderson and Kaufmann [12] have extended these methods to apply to two-point focal singular BVPs for higher-order difference equations. Merdivenci [13] has extended the methods and results of [4] to BVPs for systems of finite difference equations.
Eloe and Henderson [14] extended (1) in the following way. Assume (-1)n-ky(n)(t) >. 0, 0 _< t _< 1, and assume that y satisfies homogeneous conjugate boundary conditions, y(0) = .... y(k-1)(0) = 0 and y(1) ..... y(n-k-1)(1) = 0, for some k E {1,...,n -1}. Then for 1/4 < t < 3/4, y(t) > 11911
Typeset by ~4A48-TEX where ra = max{k, n-k}. They also obtained analogous inequalities for related Green's functions. In [15] , they have extended the techniques and results of [2] to more general conjugate BVPs for nth-order ODEs. In [16] , they extended the techniques and results of [4] . The purpose of this paper is to carry (2) over to the discrete case and to obtain related inequalities for associated Green's functions with the intention that the techniques developed by [11] and the techniques developed by [13] have extensions to the study of conjugate type BVPs for finite difference equations [17] .
Let N > 0 and n > 2 be integers. Let Ij = {0,...,N+j}, j = 0,...,n; let I = I0. Let u : In --, R and define inductively, AJu : I,_j --* R by AJu(m) = AJ-lu(m + 1) -AJ-lu(m), m • I,_j, and A°u -u. Let k • {1,... ,n -1}. We shall be interested in the following k, n -k conjugate type BVP in this paper:
Hartman [17] provided a thorough study of the BVP, (3), (4) . We begin by stating as lemmas, three results obtained by Hartman which we will employ below. We shall now state and prove the major result of the paper.
THEOREM. Assume that u satisfies the difference inequality (-1)"-kA"u(m) > 0, m • I, and the homogeneous boundary conditions, (4) . Then, for rn • {k,... ,N + k},
where Ilull = max,. 
~t
I1 ,11 11 -(N + i))
i=k+l n , rn--rnl,...,N + n.
The proof, in the case (-1)n-~Anu(m) > 0, m E I, is obtained in the two cases, k = 1 or k = n -1, and k E {2,... ,n -2}. We first address the easier case, k = 1 or k = n -1. We present the proof for k = n -1; the proof for k = 1 is analogous.
Let p be the piecewise polynomial defined by (6) with k = n -1. We shall show that if Now, consider h = u -p on {ml,..., N + n}. Note, that it follows by repeated applications of Lemma 3 that for each j = 2,...,n-1, AJu has a node, mj • {n-1 -j,...,N + n-j} such that mj+l < mj, j = 2,...,n -2. It is also the case that Au has precisely one node in {n -2,..., N + n -1}. If Au vanishes, that node occurs at mx-1. Otherwise, that node occurs at ml. Regardless, m2 < ml. Moreover, since we assume that (-1)Anu(m) > 0, m • I, then, if m ~ mj, m • {n-1 -j,... ,N + n-j}, AJu does not have a node at m. Note, that by the selection of ml (where the case ml is the largest value producing HuH is also considered), Au(ml)<0 and A2uiml -1) < 0; in particular, since m2 < ml, A2u is negative on {ml,..., N + n-2} and so, h satisfies the BVP, A2h(m) < 0, m • {ml,... ,N+n-2}, him1 ) = hiN+n ) = O. Apply Lemma 2 in the case of a second-order difference inequality and obtain that him ) > 0 on {ml+l,..., N+n-1}. This completes the proof of the case k = n-1 when (-1)A'~uim) > 0, m • I. The case k = 1 is handled similarly. Now, let k • {2,...,n -2}. Again, recall that (--1)"-kAnu(m) > 0, m • I and apply Lemma 3 repeatedly to u. Let ml be defined as above and note that Au has precisely one node in {k -1,..., N+k} and that node is at ml or possibly, ml -1. We shall label this node by ran. Now A2u has precisely two nodes in {k -2,..., N + k -1}. We shall provide two sets of labels for these nodes of A2u. Let m21 < m22 and/z22 < #21 denote these interior nodes of A2u. So, in fact, m21 = #22 and m22 =/J21. Also note, that m21 < mll _< m22. Similarly, ASu has at least two nodes in {max{0, k -3},..., N + k -2} and we label these nodes by m31 < mz2 < ... or by ... < #32 < #31. Inductively, for i = {2,..., n -2}, A~u has at least two nodes in {max{0, k -i},..., N + k -i + 1} and we label these nodes by m~l < m~2 < ".. or by ... < #i2 < #~1. Note, that Aku(0) >_ 0; this follows since u satisfies the boundary conditions, (4) We shall now show, as in the case k = n -1, that (u -p)(m) <_ 0, m E In, where p is given by (6) . Thus, (5) will follow as in the case k = n -1. Set h(m) = (u -p)(m), m E {0,..., ml}. Note, that h(0) ..... h(k-1) = h(ml) = 0. We shall first argue that h does not have a node in {k,..., ml -1} and do so by contradiction. Assume for the sake of contradiction that h has a node at c E {k,..., mx-1}. By Lemma 3, Ah has a node, Cll E {k -1,..., c -1} and a node c12 E {c,... ,ml -1}. Apply Lemma 3 again and note that A2h has nodes c21 and c22 satisfying k -2 < c21 <~ C22 <~ C12 --I. We now argue that in fact k -2 _< c21 <~ C22 ~ m21 where m21 denotes the smallest interior node of A2u. Since u(k) = A2u(k -2) > 0, ~2u(~) ~> 0, m = k -2,...,m21 -1. It is also the case that A2u(m) ~_ 0, ra ----m21,...,ml -1 since mll _< m22. Note, that A2h(m) = 0 implies that A2u(m) = A2p(m) > 0; in particular, ff A2h(c~) = 0, for i = 1 or i = 2, then c2~ _< m21 -1. Suppose A2h(c2~)A2h(c2~ -1) < 0. Since A2p is positive, it follows that A2u(c2~ -1) > 0 and c2~ _< m21. Thus, c22 _< m21.
It now follows inductively, using repeated applications of Lemma 3 that for each j = 2,..., k, AJh has nodes k -j < c~1 < c#2 _< c~-1.2. It also follows precisely as in the preceding argument that, in fact, k -j < c~1 < c~2 _< m~l. We have already argued that
Apply Lemma 3 to Akh and note that Ak+lh has a node, Ck+l, satisfying
Ck+l <~ mk+l,l provides a contradiction since Ak+lh ~ Ak+lu and mk+l,l is the smallest positive node of Ah+Xu. In particular, we have contradicted that h has a node at c E {k,..., ~Tt I --1} and so, h is of constant sign on {k,... ,ml --1}.
To determinate that sign of h recall A~+lh --Ak+lu. Since (-1)n-kAnu > 0 and 0 < ink1 ~_ mk+l,l ~ "'" ~_ ran-l,1, it fOllOWS that (- 
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